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Chapter 1IntrodutionIf all else fails, onsult the manual (Anient wisdom)First of all, a de�nition: Meqtrees is designed for implementing an arbitraryMeasurement Equation, and to solve for (arbitrary subsets of) its parameters.A Measurement Equation (M.E.) is a mathematial model of an instrument andthe thing it observes. It is used to predit the values of measured data, whihmay be used to produe simulated data-sets. In addition, the di�erenes betweenmeasured and predited values an be used to solve for M.E. parameters, whihis losely related to alibration. MeqTrees an be used for any problem thathas an M.E., but it was developed originally for radio astronomy. For a generaloverview of MeqTrees, and is plae in the Grand Sheme of things, see [2℄.To keep up the pae a bit, this Beginners Guide starts with a disussion of itsgraphial user interfae, the MeqBrowser (setion 1.1). After that we disussTDL sripts (Python modules), the only things you will ever use in a MeqTreesprojet. They ontain your instrutions to build ompliated trees, whih ut-limately boil down to a list of MeqNode spei�ations in Python. These arethen dispathed to the MeqTrees bak-end, the meqserver: there the trees aredeoded and turned into instrutions to be exeuted by the meqserver (writtenin C++). It is there that all the heavy numerial omputation takes plae.Chapter 3 ontains a rather minimal desription of Forests, Trees, Nodes, Re-quests and Results, and is followed by an introdution to the all-important TreeDe�nition Language (TDL, see also the TDL Bedside Companion [3℄).The building and exeution of trees is disussed by means of a series of examples:myFirstTree, mySeondTree, myThirdTree, solving_11 et. Just to whet yourappetite for things to ome, hapter 8 treats a variety of more advaned topislike user-de�ned nodes, matrix operations, avoiding node-name lashes, and theuse of domains with other than the 2 default dimensions (freq and time). Inthe same spirit, hapter 9 skethes the treesape beyond this Beginners Manual,when you are no longer a Beginner. In many ways, these two hapters are whatMeqTrees is all about. 5



Figure 1.1: When you start the MeqBrowser, a popup appears that allows youto attah the browser to a meqserver. Just press the start button.In order to enourage sript readability, a highly modular approah is used inthe examples. Subtrees are de�ned in separate TDL sripts, whih also ontainthe de�nition of their ustomizing parameters (TDLOptions). In the same way,there are separate modules for tree exeution, and for de�ning useful things likebookmarks.This Beginners Guide an be devoured by itself, i.e. without a omputer handy.The Python ode of many of the TDL sripts is reprodued verbatim, andthere are sreenshots of the MeqBrowser GUI et. Sine we take you quiteseriously, and trust that you will not be a Beginner for long, the sreenshotsontain some detail that is not explained in the text. You an test your generalunderstanding by onjeturing about it. A grimy, well-used look of your BGwill tell us something about you. In that sense, its role is similar to the towelof a galati hith-hiker [4℄.1.1 Using the MeqBrowserMeqTrees has a rather nifty graphial user interfae alled the MeqBrowser. Itis the brainhild of Oleg Smirnov, like so many other things. Please refer to the6



large sreenshot in �g 1.2. If you have a omputer handy, we suggest that youstart it up:$ d /usr/share/meqtrees/examples/beginners_guide$ meqbrowser&This launhes an empty MeqBrowser window, and a popup appears that allowsyou to attah the MeqBrowser to a meqserver (see �g 1.1). The latter dealswith the C++ side of things: It generates the C++ versions of the MeqNodesthat you have de�ned in Python with TDL, it exeutes the resulting trees,and allows the MeqBrowser to interat with the node state reords. Multiplemeqservers an be ative simultaneously, and a meqserver does not have to beassoiated with a MeqBrowser (i.e. trees an be exeuted in bath mode). Adisussion of the meqserver is outside the sope of this manual. Just press thestart button. The popup will disappear, and the line forest is empty will appearin the MeqBrowser. Selet the TDL menu at the top, and load any �le startingwith ROOT_, i.e. a TDL sript that has a _de�ne_forest(ns) funtion (seesetion 2.5).The MeqBrowser has three main setions, and a hoie of menus and otherbuttons. In �g 1.2, the ontents of the �le ROOT_mySeondTree.py has beenloaded, using the TDLmenu at the top. Its TDL (=Python) ode may inspetedand edited in the in middle (Tabbed Tools) setion. This setion also has tabsfor Messages and Snapshots, whih are very useful for debugging.After ompilation (i.e. the generation of the expliit MeqTrees nodes), theresulting tree is displayed in the left (Trees) setion, where it may be browsedin detail. Cliking on a node displays its internal state in various ways in theright (Gridded Viewers) setion, where it may then be inspeted interatively.Cliking on the Bookmark menu item mySeondTree() reates a page of viewsfor a partiular group of nodes.The tree is exeuted by issuing a Request to a named node (here alled 'rootn-ode'). The exeution is done by means of a _tdl_job() funtion in the sameTDL sript that ontains the _de�ne_forest() funtion. It may be alled viathe TDL Exe button. Upon exeution, the various display panels on the rightwill ome alive, showing the node Results (NB: if they do not ome alive, likon the bookmark again). Shown in �g 1.2 are three views of the same node:Its ahe result (top left), its state reord (bottom left) and its quikref_helptext (top right). The Result (olored panel) onsists of a 2D array of omplexvalues, for a 2D domain in frequeny (horizontal) and time (vertial). The realan imaginary parts are plotted side-by-side. The mean (m) and stddev (sd) areintiated at the top. Left-liking on the olored panel produes horizontal andvertial ross-setions through that point. Right-liking produes a menu ofoptions for inspeting the panel in more detail.Also shown are the two popup windows: The left one is for speifying ompile-time options that ustomize the tree, and the right one for speiying runtimeoptions, and for exeuting the tree by means of one of the _tdl_job_() funtions7



de�ned in the TDL sript. The seleted values of TDL options are stored in a�le, whih greatly inreases the ease of using MeqTrees in pratie.Note that a TDL sript that ontains _de�ne_forest() and _tdl_job_() fun-tions is entirely stand-alone, i.e. the MeqBrowser just exeutes its ontents.Therefore, suh a TDL sript may also be exeuted in bath mode, without theMeqBrowser.Obviously, we have desribed only the basi funtionality of the MeqBrowser,whih has many other features that make it easy (and fun!) to exeute trees andto inspet node Results. For instane, the Purr button ativates a rather usefultool for organizing the intermediate �les of a data redution projet. Debuggingfuntionality (stop, step, resume et) is available along the left edge. The Debugmenu also has a pro�ler, whih ollets proessing statistis for all nodes, eitherindividually or by lass. Progress messages are displayed along the botton, andany errors may be inspeted in various ways (see setion 3.4).Enjoy.
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Figure 1.2: The MeqBrowser GUI, with the TDL sriptROOT_mySeondTree.py loaded, ompiled and exeuted. A onise de-sription of the MeqBrowser is in setion 1.1.9
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Chapter 2TDL sriptsThe Tree De�nition Language (TDL) is just Python ode. See hapter 4. All thespei�ations for building and exeuting (forests of) trees are stored in Pythonmodules, whih are �les with extension .py. We all them TDL sripts. Mostof them ontain funtions or lasses that generate (subtrees of) MeqNodes withthe help of a TDL objet alled a nodesope (ns), whih is passed around asan argument. Its funtions and lass methods usually return the rootnodes ofsubtrees, whih are then used as hildren in other subtrees. In that way, veryomplex trees may be built up, using and re-using TDL sripts that may beimported from all over the plae. TDL sripts may also ontain de�nitions of(menus of) TDLOptions, i.e. variables that allow the user to ustomize thede�nition or exeution of the tree.All the user-level TDL sripts that are used for demonstration in this BeginnersGuide are in the diretory /usr/share/meqtrees/examples/beginners_guide1:[noordam�baez beginners_guide℄$ ls -lrt *.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1146 2009-02-08 15:38 exeute_general_request.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1572 2009-02-09 12:51 exeute_sequene.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 2620 2009-02-09 13:31 exeute_request.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 2218 2009-02-18 17:34 tensor_matrix.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1598 2009-02-19 18:04 tensor_matrix22.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 2465 2009-02-20 10:35 tensor_onstant.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 8737 2009-02-20 10:46 make_bookmark.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 3950 2009-02-20 16:26 unique_nodestub.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 7856 2009-02-23 10:49 ROOT_node_definition.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1998 2009-02-23 10:52 myThirdTree.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 2922 2009-02-23 11:18 ROOT_myFirstTree.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1926 2009-02-23 11:19 myFirstTree.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 3741 2009-02-23 11:23 ROOT_myThirdTree.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1969 2009-02-23 11:25 ROOT_domain_4D.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 2822 2009-02-23 11:26 ROOT_mySeondTree.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1923 2009-02-23 11:27 ROOT_solving.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1976 2009-02-23 11:29 mySeondTree.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 1990 2009-02-23 11:32 domain_4D.py-rw-r--r-- 1 noordam noordam 3736 2009-02-23 11:49 solving_11.py1Under Ubuntu. Other distributions an have a slightly di�erent path, depending on theironventions 11



Some TDL sripts are a bit speial in the sense that they ontain a TDL fun-tions with names that are reognized by the system, and used for speial pur-poses.
• In the �rst plae, the funtion _de�ne_forest(ns) is alled when the om-pile button is pressed. It provides the nodesope objet (ns) whih isneeded to de�ne nodes.
• In the seond plae, all funtions with names that starts with _tdl_job_(e.g. _tdl_job_exeute_request(mqs)) will be presented to the user in apopup window then pressing the TDL Exe button, and will be exeutedwhen liked upon.Although it is not required in any way, the names that are given to the modulesin this partiular diretory indiate what they are used for. Thus, the oneswhose names start with ROOT_ have a _de�ne_forest() funtion, and one ormore _tdl_job_ funtions. Only these �les should be loaded into the browser(the pre�x ROOT_ makes them easily reognisable in the �le dialog). The �leswith names that start with exeute_ ontain helper funtions that are alledby _tdl_job_ futions. All the other modules just ontain funtions and theirTDLOptions for de�ning subtrees. There are two speial ases:
• The module make_bookmark.py ontains helper funtions that make iteasy to generate bookmarks (very important!).
• The module unique_nodestub.py helps with avoiding nodename lashes (amoderately vexing problem in MeqTrees).In the following, we will disuss the various parts of a TDL sript, using as anexample ROOT_myFirstTree.py.Apart from the 'ore' TDL modules, all the Python �les used in the examplesare in the same sub-diretory. Thus, the examples do not depend on mysterious(and often un�ndable) modules in other diretories. All �les may be opied toyour own diretory, and modi�ed at will, in keeping with the sared MeqTreesPriniples of ontribution, ollaboration, annibalization and ompetition.2.1 Sript desriptionIt is highly reommended to inlude in your TDL sript a deent desription ofwhat it is supposed to do, ideally kept up to date. First of all beause mostpeople �nd it di�ult to read their own ode after a remarkably short time.But it also makes it muh easier to exhange sripts with others, whih after allis one of the ornerstones of the MeqTrees endeavour. As the MeqTrees SriptExhange Mehanism matures, we will propose some sort of preferred formatthat lends itself to automati dissetion, e.g. for use in a GUI.12



"""file: ../beginners_guide/ROOT_myFirstTree.py... desription of this module... modifiation history... opyright statement"""For the moment, we just suggest that you use the Python triple-quote string,whih keeps the linebreaks. A nie feature of Python is that all modules, fun-tions and lasses have a .__do__() method, whih returns all the text beforethe �rst exeutable Python statement. If you make sure that this ontains use-ful information, and is kept up-to-date (!), it is very useful as help-text, e.g. inthe quikref_help �eld of a node.2.2 Copyright statementMeqTrees users tend to be nie guys, who generously work together. But thereare also some evil people out there, who will steal a sript and try to sell it, andeven try to make you pay for using your own. For this reason, eah TDL sriptthat does something worthwile should ontain a opyright statement. But sinewe do not want to lutter up the example sripts in this Beginners Guide, wewill not bother with it here.2.3 PreambleThe preamble imports other Python modules, and does things like initializa-tion et. The Timba.TDL below refers to a diretory that ontains some oreMeqTrees modules. All the other modules are imported from the beginners_guidediretory.from Timba.TDL import * # from a ore MeqTrees diretoryimport myFirstTree as DT # from this same beginners_guide diretoryimport exeute_request as ER # idemimport make_bookmark as BM # idem2.4 Compile-time TDLOptionsA TDL sript often ontains a de�nition of (menus of) TDLOptions for us-tomizing a tree. They are presented to the user in a popup window (see �g4.1). Note that (menus of) TDLOptions that are de�ned in imported modulesare automatially inluded. It is even possible to inlude them into a menu byinluding a module into a TDLMenu de�nition (see hapter 4).13



2.5 _de�ne_forest(ns)If a TDL sript has a funtion with this name, it is alled by the MeqBrowserwhen the ompile button is pressed. Thus, only TDL sripts with suh a funtionshould be loaded into the MeqBrowser. In our examples, the names of suh TDLsripts are pre�xed with ROOT_, so they an be easily distinguished in the �ledialog.This funtion de�nes the forest of trees of nodes. It is alled when the TDLsript is loaded, or when the 'blue button' is pressed, or when the ompile buttonin the TDL Compile-time Options popup window is pressed. Note the argumentns, whih is the nodesope, a TDL objet for de�ning MeqNodes (see hapter4). If the ompilation is suessful, the tree will be displayed in the left (Trees)setion of the MeqBrowser.A minimal example of the _de�ne_forest() funtion is shown here. It justalls the funtion .myFirstTree(ns) in the imported module myFirstTree.py(DT). Note that, in this example, the global Python variable rootnode repre-sents the node that will reeive the exeution request in the runtime funtion(s)_tdl_job_...() disussed below.def _define_forest (ns, **kwargs):"""Define a very simple tree, using the given nodesope (ns)."""global rootnoderootnode = DT.myFirstTree(ns)return None2.6 Other funtions and lassesA TDL sript may ontain all kinds of other funtions and lasses, whih may ofourse be alled from any other Python module. Funtions and lass methodsthat de�ne MeqNodes require a nodesope (ns) argument.2.7 Runtime TDLOptionsIn the examples of this Beginners Guide, all runtime options are de�ned inseparate modules with names that start with exeute_. They are automatiallyinluded in the exeution popup window.2.8 _tdl_job_...(mqs, parent)When the tree has been de�ned and ompiled, it may be exeuted by liking onone of the funtions in the TDL Jobs and Runtime Options popup window (see�g 4.1). The latter pops up after a suesful ompilation, or may be onjured14



up by liking on the TDL Exe button. Any funtions in the TDL sript thathave names that begin with _tdl_job_ (e.g. _tdl_job_exeute_request()) willappear automatially in the runtime popup. Most of them will exeute the treeby issuing one or more Requests to a named node (usually the root node). Butthey may also do other things, like printing information, or starting anotherprogram like an imager.When a _tdl_job is liked on, the MeqBowser exeutes it with the argumentsmqs and parent. The �rst one is a meqserver objet, whih is needed for ex-euting trees. In this example, the _tdl_job_exeute_request() just alls thefuntion .exeute_request() in the module exeute_request.py (ER). The latteralso de�nes some runtime TDLOptions, whih are automatially inluded in thepopup menu.def _tdl_job_exeute_request (mqs, parent):"""Exeute by issuing a request to the node in the global variable 'rootnode'.The size and ells of the Request domain may be speified in the runtime menu."""return ER.exeute_request(mqs, rootnode.name)2.9 Testing outside the MeqBrowserIt is often useful to be able to test (spei� parts of) a TDL sript outside theMeqBrowser by exeuting as a Python sript:$ python ROOT_myFirstTree.pyThis will exeute the following setion of you sript (if you have provided one,of ourse):if __name__ == '__main__':print '\n** Start of standalone test of: ROOT_myFirstTree.py:\n'ns = NodeSope()if False:_define_forest(ns)ns.resolve()if False:# ... perform test 1 ...if True:# ... perform test 2 ...print '\n** End of standalone test of: ROOT_myFirstTree.py:\n'
15
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Chapter 3Forests, trees, nodes,requests, resultsI don't think I will ever see,a thing as lovely as a tree. (William Wordsworth)A node (a.k.a. MeqNode) is a software objet of a ertain lass. Its funtion isto return a Result when it reeives a Request. A Request will ontain, amongother things, an n-dimensional domain, subdivided into ells (see setion 3.1).The Result ontains, among other things, a vellset of values for the ells of therequested domain (see setion 3.2).Nodes may be linked up with eah other in trees (or more preisely: non-irulargraphs). Eah node has zero or more hild nodes, and is itself a hild of zeroor more parent nodes. A node with zero hildren is alled a leaf node (e.g.MeqConstant, or MeqParm). A node with zero parents is alled a rootnode, andwill appear in the list of rootnodes in the Trees setion of the MeqBrowser.Whenever a node reeives a Request, it passes it on to its hildren. When theyreturn their Results, our node will ombine them into a Result of its own in away de�ned by its lass (e.g. a node of lass MeqAdd will simply add the resultsof its hildren). It then passes the new Result to its own parent(s), et.A forest is a group of parallel, and usually similar, trees, eah with its own rootn-ode. An example is the group of interferometers of a radio aperture synthesisarray, eah of whih has its own tree, from the speialized leaf node MeqSpigot,to the speialized root node MeqSink (see also hapter 9).Eah node has a state reord, whih may be inspeted by liking on it in theleft setion of the MeqBrowser. It is highly reommended to study the statereords of a few di�erent types of nodes, and to guess what the various �eldsar for (a detailed explanation is outside the sope of this Beginners Manual). Asample is given in �g B.1.There is also an overall forest state reord, whih may be inspeted by liking17



on it at the top of the left setion of the MeqBrowser. Again, try to guess whatthe various �elds mean in the sample of �g B.4.3.1 DomainsA domain is a retangular area in dimension spae. It is usually 2-dimensional(freq,time), but up to user-de�ned 10 dimensions are supported. A domain issub-divided into ells. Although the default is a regular n-dimensional array,the ell positions and sizes may also be spei�ed as vetors of arbitrary numbersfor eah dimension. Thus, the ells do not have to be ontiguous, or regular,and they may even overlap. See �g 3.1. The �exibility in speifying domains ofarbitrary sizes and arbitrary ell struture is one of the most powerful featuresof MeqTrees.The usual way of data proessing is to issue a sequene of Requests with di�erentdomains. When proessing a partiular dataset, the suessive domains willoften be generated by a speial interfae node like the MeqVisDataMux. Butthe user has the hoie between using many small domains, or a few large ones.The latter is more e�ient, beause it minimizes the node overhead, inurred bythe transfer of Requests and Results between nodes. Therefore, large domainsshould be used in priniple, only limited by the available memory. However,when solving for M.E. parameters, the optimum domain size and ell strutureare in�uened by other onsiderations (see setion 6).There are speial nodes that modify the number of ells in the Request beforeit is passed on, or to hange the number of ells in the Result by resampling.Obviously, the latter works better if the Result represents a smooth funtion,whih is approximately linear over a ell. Reduing the number of ells thatsample a smooth funtion an have a large impat on e�ieny.
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Figure 3.1: The main funtion of a MeqTrees node is to return values for theells of a domain. The default domain on the left is 2D (freq,time) and hasidential and ontiguous ells on a regular grid. But it is also possible to haveirregular grids of non-ontiguous ells with di�erent sizes, as illustrated on theright. MeqTrees supports domains with up to 10 dimensions.18



3.2 VellsetsThe main funtion of a node is to return a Result with a vellset of values for theells of the domain spei�ed in a Request. The ell values represent the entreof the ell. The values may be either �oat or omplex.MeqTrees automatially minimizes the memory size of a vellset by ollapsingany axes along whih the values do not hange. For instane, if all the valuesof a vellset have the same value, as is the ase for a MeqConstant node, only asingle value is stored.3.3 Salars, tensors and arithmeti rulesMost node Results ontain a single vellset, i.e. an n-dimensional array of valuesfor the requested domain ells. But Results may also ontain a list of morethan one vellset. If a shape is assigned to it (e.g. dims=[2,2℄), the list may beinterpreted as a vetor, a matrix, or a tensor. Tensor nodes an redue treelutter, by reduing the number of distint nodes. They also inrease e�ieny(a bit).Nodes are alled salar or tensor nodes depending on the number of vellsets intheir Result. Usually, this is determined by the Results of their hildren, whihmay have di�erent shapes. A 2D tensor node an be a matrix node. Note thatbeing a tensor or salar or matrix node is not an intrinsi quality of a nodetype. The following arithmeti rules apply:
• Nodes with one hild (e.g. MeqCos) will do something sensible and un-ambiguous with a tensor hild. Their Result will usually be a tensor nodewith the same shape. There are very few one-hild nodes that modify thetensor shape, unless it is their spei� funtion (e.g. MeqTranspose orMeqSeletor). For instane, at this moment, there is no way to add theelements of a tensor node.
• Nodes with an arbitrary number of one or more hildren (e.g. MeqAdd)will usually require all hildren to have the same tensor shape, or to be asalar. Their Result will usually be a tensor node with the same shape.An exeption is MeqComposer, whih takes hildren with arbitrary shape,and puts all their results together.
• The basi rule for nodes that take two hildren (e.g. MeqSubtrat) issimple: If the two shapes di�er, one of them must be a salar. In thatase, it will be applied to all the Results of the tensor hild. If the hildshapes are the same, the operation is element by element. In speialases, like matrix operations, the rules are onsistent with the aeptedonventions.There are various nodes for ombining the Results of multiple nodes into a singletensor node, or for making a separate node of a tensor element. A MeqConstant19



tensor node may be spei�ed with a list of onstants, and an optional shape(e.g.dims=[3,2,4℄).3.4 Error reporting and propagationIf you see smoke wafting from your omputer when it is proessing MeqTrees,there is nothing to worry about. It is just a sign that it is �nally doing somehonest work, after all your two-�ngered editing. It is more troublesome ifyour mahine stops jumping up and down, beause it means that somethingis wrong, and proessing has halted. Unlike some other data redution pak-ages, MeqTrees will try to tell you, in language that you might understand, whatthe problem is, and what you might do about it. We distinguish two ategoriesof errors:
• Compile-time errors. If you have made a Python syntax error, the MeqBrowserwill loalize it, load the relevant module in its middle setion, and indiatethe o�ending line. If you like, you may edit the module right there, andreompile. If you make an error in de�ning a node, the number of errorswill be indiated in the Messages tab of the middle setion, and you aninvestigate by seleting this tab. Reset the error ounter by left-likingbelow the tab.
• Runtime errors. If, for some reason, a node has trouble to produe aResult, its name will turn red in the tree setion of the MeqBrowser.Sine its parent will obviously also have a problem, it will turn red also,all the way down the tree to its root node. We all this a trail of blood. Theproblem may be inspeted either by liking on a red nodename, whihwill display its state reord. The ahe (result) will ontain a fail message.While the tree is being exeuted, it generates progress messages of various kindsalong the bottom-left edge of the MeqBrowser. There is a Debug menu atthe top, and along the left edge are buttons for debugger funtions like setbreakpoint, stop, step, resume, et. These are outside the sope of this manual.
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Chapter 4Tree De�nition LanguageThought is not possible without Language. Just think about it!(Douglas Hofstadter)The following is an extremely terse summary of the Tree De�nition Language(TDL). For a more elaborate (and hatty) treatment, see the TDL BedsideCompanion [3℄. If you are at all serious about using MeqTrees, you should havethis doument handy.TDL is just Python. It does two things:
• It provides a Python objet alled a nodesope (ns) that allows you tode�ne Python node spei�ations, i.e. their lass (or type), their hildren(if any), and any other arguments that a spei� node type may require(e.g. a MeqConstant requires a value).
• It allows you to de�ne (menus of) TDLOptions, i.e. user-settable variablesfor ustomizing the de�nition and exeution of trees.It is important to realize that TDL does not reate atual C++ nodes, just alist of node spei�ations. These are used by the meqserver to generate C++objets, whih may then be exeuted by passing a Request to them. The treethat is displayed in the left (Trees) setion of the MeqBrowser, and the nodeviews in the right (Gridded Viewers) setion all relate to C++ nodes, read bythe meqserver. Thus Python, an interpreted sripting language, makes it easyfor you to de�ne trees, but it does not play a role in exeution (exept in thespeial ase of pyNodes, see hapter 8).4.1 De�ning MeqNodesPython MeqNodes are de�ned with the help of a two TDL objets: the node-sope objet (ns) and the Meq objet. The Python node spei�ations are later21



onverted into C++ nodes by the meqserver. Here, we will onern ourselvesonly with the Python side.from Timba.TDL import * # import all TDL lasses and funtionsns = NodeSope() # make a nodesope objet# Tree-step proess to define a node and assign it to a variable:nodestub = ns[name℄ # reate a node-stub objetnodestub << Meq.Node(hildren, arguments) # initialize it with a node definitionvariable = nodestub # assign it to a variabletype(nodestub) -> <lass 'Timba.TDL.TDLimpl._NodeStub'># The same thing an be ahieved in a single line:variable = ns[name℄ << Meq.Node(hildren, arguments)First of all, a nodestub objet is generated by qualifying the nodesope objetwith a name: v = ns.a or v = ns['a'℄. The [℄ form allows names with strangeharaters, and also names that are variables. Note that we assign the nodestubto a Python variable (v), whih is not required, but highly reommended.For those who know a little Python, quali�ation of a nodesope objet makesuse of its __getattr__() method. The resulting nodestub an be quali�ed inits turn by using its __all__() method, whih is the same as a funtion all:v1 = v(qual) or v1 = ns.a(qual). The quali�er may be a string, integer,�oat, omplex et. So, if qual=54, the result will be a nodestub named a:54.Sine the result is another nodestub, this proess may be repeated ad in�nitem:v2 = v(q1)(q2)(kw=4).A nodestub is onverted into a MeqNode (objet) by initialising it with anode lass, or type. This is done with the << operator, and the TDL Meqobjet, whih has a method for eah available node lass, with argumentsto math. The latter will often be its hildren, but some node lasses re-quire other arguments. Thus, the general syntax for MeqNode de�nition is:var = ns[name℄(qual)(..) << Meq[nodelass℄([args℄).NB: An initialized MeqNode is still a nodestub objet. For the purpose ofnode de�nition, the main di�erene between them is the outome of the testnode.initialized(), whih will return True or False. Very importantly, new nodestubsmay be generated by qualifying any nodestub, whether it is initialized or not:stub = ns.stubnode = stub << Meq.Constant(1.0)stub1 = stub(1)node2 = stub(2) << Meq.Freq()stub23 = node2(3)Careful study of the following goups of examples will give you the general ideaof this important subjet. Again, if you have a omputer handy, load the TDLsript ROOT_node_de�nition.py into the MeqBrowser, to see the same exam-ples in ation. First the basis:# First define a few nodestubs, and assign them to Python variables:ns.a1 # --> a1(None) #22



a2 = ns.a2 # --> a2(None) #a3 = ns['a3'℄ # --> a3(None) #a4 = ns['a2+a3'℄ # --> a2+a3(None) #a5 = ns.a5('qual') # --> a4:qual(None) # qualifiera6 = ns.a6(kwqual=5) # --> a5:kwqual=5(None) # keyword qualifiera7 = ns.a7(3)('3')(x=-5.5) # --> a7:3:3:x=-5.5(None) # multiple qualifiersa8 = ns.a8(3,-4,5) # --> a8:3:-4:5(None) # multiple qualifiers# Then initialize the nodestubs:ns.a1 << 1.0 # --> a1(MeqConstant) # no variablea2 << 2 # --> a2(MeqConstant) #a3 << Meq.Constant(-3) # --> a3(MeqConstant) #a4 << Meq.Add(a2,a3) # --> a2+a3(MeqAdd) # 2 hildrena5 << omplex(4,5) # --> a4:qual(MeqConstant) #a6 << Meq.Parm(5.0) # --> a5:kwqual=5(MeqParm) # default valuea7 << 5.0 # --> a7:3:3:x=-5.5(MeqConstant) #a8 << Meq.Constant([8,9℄) # --> a8:3:-4:5(MeqConstant) # tensor nodeLeaf nodes have no hildren. Here are some of the often-used ones. TheMeq[lass℄() argument is usually unambiguous, but it is sometimes better tospeify it by name (e.g. Meq.GaussNoise(stddev=..)).b1 = ns.salar << Meq.Constant(1.0) # --> b1(MeqConstant) # value=1.0b2 = ns.tensor << Meq.Constant([3,4,-1℄) # --> b2(MeqConstant) # tensor nodeb3 = ns.parm << Meq.Parm(-1.0) # --> b3(MeqParm) # default=-1.0b4 = ns.freq << Meq.Freq() # --> b4(MeqFreq) #b5 = ns.time << Meq.Time # --> b5(MeqTime) # same as Meq.Time()b6 = ns.gauss << Meq.GaussNoise(stddev=1.5) # --> b6(MeqGaussNoise) #Most node lasses require one or more hild nodes. Usually, these are given asthe �rst argument(s) of the relevant method of the TDL Meq objet. Multiplehildren an also be supplied as a list: Meq[lass℄(*). However, if there areother arguments as well, the hildren must be spei�ed with the 'hildren' key-word: Meq[lass℄(hildren=, arg=..). Note that the order of the hild nodesis usually important.1 = ns.1 << Meq.Freq() # --> 1(MeqFreq) # hild 12 = ns.2 << Meq.Time() # --> 2(MeqTime) # hild 23 = ns.3 << Meq.Add(1,2) # --> 3(MeqAdd)4 = ns.4 << Meq.Add(*[1,2℄) # --> 4(MeqAdd)5 = ns.5 << Meq.Add(hildren=[1,2℄, option='opt') # --> 5(MeqAdd)nodelass = 'Cos'6 = ns.6 << getattr(Meq,nodelass)(5) # --> 6(MeqCos) # node-lass as variableIf no nodename is spei�ed, the nodesope will do its best to generate automatinodenames. If an initialized node of this name already exists, it will modify thename until it is unique. If is even lever enough to use the same name if thisannot lead to ambiguity (i.e. if the hildren are the same too). It is also possibleto de�ne subtrees by giving expressions of nodes and numbers. MeqTrees willreognize the Python math operations verb�+,-,*,/� and the Python mathfuntions abs() and ...?d1 = ns << 67 # --> (onstant)(MeqConstant) # automati noded2 = ns << Meq.Freq() # --> (freq)(MeqFreq) #d3 = ns << Meq.Freq() # --> (freq)1(MeqFreq) # unique named4 = ns << Meq.Cos(d2) # --> os((freq))(MeqCos) #d5 = ns << Meq.Cos(d2) # --> os((freq))(MeqCos) # same node!d6 = ns << d3+d1 # --> add((freq)1,(onstant)) # automati MeqAddd7 = ns.mathexpr << (d3-d1)/d5 # --> mathexpr(MeqDivide) # Python math expressiond8 = ns.mathfun << abs(d4) # --> mathfun(MeqAbs) # Python math funtion23



Finally, there is the triky issue of avoiding node-name lashes. This slightlymore advaned subjet is treated in setion 8.2 (but illustrated in the sameROOT_node_de�nition.py).4.2 TDL Compile and Runtime OptionsThe user may ustomize sripts by speifying values for parameters of tree de�-nition and exeution funtions. This is disussed in the desription of the variousomponents of TDL sripts in hapter 2. The two assoiated MeqBrowser popupwindows are shown in �g 4.1. The syntax of de�ning (menus of) TDLOptionsof both kinds may be studied in the various sripts that are reprodued in thismanual. For an example of de�ning ompile-time options, see the the ode ofthe funtion .mySeondTree() in setion 5.2. For an example of inorporatinfthe TDLOptions from imported modules into a TDLMenu, see the ode of TDLsript ROOT_myThirdTree.py in setion 5.3. For an example of de�ning run-time options, see the ode of the funtion .exeute_request() in hapter 7. Formore details on TDLOptions, see [?℄.
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Figure 4.1: MeqBrowser popup windows for the ompilation and exeution oftrees. At the top is the popup that appears automatially when loading a TDLsript (provided it has TDLCompileOptions). It an also be invoked by pressingthe TDL Options button. It allows the spei�ation of TDLCompileOptions, i.e.the arguments used in _de�ne_forest() and any other funtions it alls. The'ompile' button of the popup does the same as the 'blue button' of the browser.Below is the popup that appears automatially after ompiling a tree. It an alsobe invoked by pressing the TDL Exe button. It allows the spei�ation of TDL-RuntimeOptions, and the exeution of _tdl_job(s). NB: Suh a _tdl_job_()does not neessarily exeute a tree. It an do all kinds of other things, likeprinting extra information, or starting another program like an imager.25
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Chapter 5My �rst tree(s)In this hapter, some simple example trees demonstrate various aspets of treebuilding. Eah example has a little more omplexity than the last one.5.1 ROOT_myFirstTree.pyThe various parts of ROOT_myFirstTree.py are reprodued verbatim in hapter2, illustrating the various omponents of a typial TDL sript. Its funtion._de�ne_forest() alls a separate Python funtion .myFirstTree(), from theimported module myFirstTree.py. You are invited to study its ode below, lineby line, and to relate it to the MeqBrowser sreen-shot in �g 5.1:# file ../beginners_guide/myFirstTree.pyfrom Timba.TDL import *import make_bookmark as BMdef myFirstTree (ns):""" This funtion defines a tree for: f(x,y) = alpha*sin(b*x+*y+1.2)It uses the given nodesope objet (ns), whih is a TDL objet."""# This defines a leaf node named "alpha" of lass Meq.Constant,# initialized with the given value (the fine-struture onstant).# The node is assigned to a Python variable (alpha), for onveniene:alpha = ns.alpha << Meq.Constant(value=297.61903062068177)# It is easier to just do <<(numeri value).# This impliitly defines MeqConstant nodes.b = ns.b << 1 = ns. << 2.0x = ns.x << -1y = ns.y << 1.5# Multiply(the results of) two nodes: bx = b*x, the hard way:# This defines a node named "bx" of lass Meq.Multiply, with two hildren:bx = ns.bx << Meq.Multiply(b,x)# Multiply (the results of) two nodes: y = *y, the easy way:# Arithmeti on nodes impliitly defines the "right" thingsy = ns.y <<  * y 27



Figure 5.1: The MeqBrowser with ROOT_myFirstTree.py. Compare the ex-panded tree in the left (Trees) setion with the ode of the funtion .myFirst-Tree(ns) that is reprodued in setion 5.1. The Bookmark item named 'myFirst-Tree nodes' produes the page of node Results on the right.# Add (the results of) three nodes: sum = b*x+*y+1, the easy way# This will implitly reate a Meq.Constant node for the "1.2", et.sum = ns.sum << bx + y + 1.2# The final result. Note the alternative way of speifying the node name.# Note that an intermediate node of lass Meq.Sin is reated automatiallyrootnode = ns['f(x,y)'℄ << alpha * Meq.Sin(sum)## NB: We ould have aomplished the same thing with:## rootnode = ns['f(x,y)'℄ << ns.alpha*Meq.Sin(ns.b*ns.x + ns.*ns.y + 1.2)# Finishing touhes:BM.bookpage_nodes ([alpha,b,,x,y,bx,y,sum,rootnode℄,name='myFirstTree nodes',help='f(x,y) = alpha * sin(b*x + *y + 1.2)')return rootnode5.2 ROOT_mySeondTree.pyThe module ROOT_mySeondTree.py demonstrates a few more features thanROOT_myFirstTree.py. Firstly, its funtion _de�ne_forest() alls anothertree de�nition funtion .mySeondTree(), from the imported module mySe-ondTree.py. The latter also de�nes a few ompile-time TDLOptions, whihappear in the ompile popup window. Seondly, there is an extra _tdl_job_28



for exeuting a sequene of requests (see setion 7.2). Its runtime TDLOptionsappear in the exeute popup window. See �g 1.2.import mySeondTree as DTimport make_bookmark as BMimport exeute_request as ERimport exeute_sequene as ESdef _define_forest (ns, **kwargs):global rootnoderootnode = DT.mySeondTree(ns)def _tdl_job_exeute_request (mqs, parent):return ER.exeute_request(mqs, rootnode.name)def _tdl_job_exeute_sequene (mqs, parent):return ES.exeute_sequene(mqs, rootnode.name)The TDL sript mySeondTree.py that ontains the funtion .mySeondTree(),and the de�nition of a menu of ompile-time TDLOptions looks like this:# file ../beginners_guide/mySeondTree.pyfrom Timba.TDL import *import make_bookmark as BMTDLCompileMenu(".mySeondTree():",TDLOption('opt_MeqFreq', 'add MeqFreq', True,do='if True, add a Meq.Freq node'),TDLOption('opt_MeqTime', 'add MeqTime', True,do='if True, add a MeqTime node'),TDLOption('opt_omplex', 'add omplex', True,do='if True, add a omplex node'),TDLOption('opt_MeqGaussNoise', 'add MeqGaussNoise',[0.0, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0℄, more=float,do='if True, a MeqGaussNoise(stddev)'),toggle='opt_mySeondTree')def mySeondTree (ns):# Make a list of the hild nodes speified by TDLOptions: = [℄if opt_MeqFreq:.append(ns.MeqFreq << Meq.Freq())if opt_MeqTime:.append(ns.MeqTime << Meq.Time())if opt_omplex:.append(ns.omplex << Meq.ToComplex(ns << Meq.Freq(), ns << Meq.Time()))if opt_MeqGaussNoise>0:.append(ns.MeqGaussNoise << Meq.GaussNoise(stddev=opt_MeqGaussNoise))# Make sure that there is at least one hild, and add them all:if len()==0:.append(ns.zero << 0.0)rootnode = ns.sum << Meq.Add(*)# Finishing touhes:BM.bookpage_nodes (+[rootnode℄, help=None, name='mySeondTree nodes')return rootnode5.3 ROOT_myThirdTree.pyThe �le ROOT_myThirdTree.py deals with tensor nodes, i.e. nodes that haveResults with multiple vellsets (see setion 3.3). This is a powerful feature of29



MeqTrees, beause it allows matrix operations, and visualization of the Resultsof groups of nodes.This TDL sript also demonstrates how the TDLOptions of multiple tree de�-nition funtions may be ombined rather neatly into a single TDLMenu. Whena partiular funtion is seleted in the ompile-time popup by tiking its box,its options beome visible."""file: ../beginners_guide/ROOT_myThirdTree.py"""from Timba.TDL import *import tensor_onstant as TC # tree definition moduleimport tensor_matrix as TM # tree definition moduleimport tensor_matrix22 as TM22 # tree definition moduleimport exeute_request as ERimport exeute_sequene as ESimport make_bookmark as BMTDLCompileMenu("ROOT_myThirdTree:",TC, # this inludes the TDLOptions from module TC (=tensor_osntant.py)TM, # this inludes the TDLOptions from module TM (=tensor_matrix.py)TM22, # this inludes the TDLOptions from module TM22 (=tensor_matrix22.py)toggle='opt_myThirdTree')def _define_forest (ns, **kwargs):# NB: The tree definition funtions (TC, TM, TM22) return a valid node if# they are seleted, and None otherwise. The first valid node is used.global rootnoderootnode = TC.tensor_onstant(ns)if not is_node(rootnode):rootnode = TM.tensor_matrix(ns)if not is_node(rootnode):rootnode = TM22.tensor_matrix22(ns)if not is_node(rootnode):rootnode = ns.dummy << -0.123456789return NoneThe _tdl_jobs_ are the same as in ROOT_mySeondTree.py. We reprodueonly one of the three tree de�nition funtions alled by _de�ne_forest(). Thetwo others are reprodued in hapter 8.""" file ../beginners_guide/tensor_onstant.py """from Timba.TDL import *import make_bookmark as BMbinops = ['Add','Multiply','Subtrat','Divide','Pow','ToComplex','Polar','Composer'℄TDLCompileMenu(".tensor_onstant():",TDLOption('opt_n1', 'n1', [3℄+range(1,5),do='nr of elements in t1'),TDLOption('opt_n2', 'n2', [3℄+range(1,5),do='nr of elements in t2'),TDLOption('opt_binop', 'binop', binops, more=str,do='operation to ombine t1 and t2'),toggle='opt_tensor_onstant')def tensor_onstant (ns):"""This funtion demonstrates tensor nodes, i.e. nodes that have30



Results with multiple vellsets (salar nodes have one vellset).First make tensors t1 and t2, eah with a user-defined numberof elements. Then ombine them into t12 with a user-definedoperation (e.g. 'Add'). Finally, t1,t12,t2 and t1 (again!)are 'omposed' into a single tensor node with MeqComposer.Sine the elements are onstants, whih do not vary over thedomain, the node Results are shown as lists of element values.This makes it easy to see what happens.Note what happens if t1 and t2 have different numbers of elements,espeially if none of them is a salar (one element).Note that MeqComposer just makes a list of the elements of itshildren, in the order in whih they are given. The same hildan be used more than one.Obviously, it would be nie if the elements would be labelledin the Result. This has been on Tony's list for some time."""if not opt_tensor_onstant:return None # not seletedt1 = ns.t1 << Meq.Constant(range(opt_n1))t2 = ns.t2 << Meq.Constant(range(10,10+opt_n2))t12 = ns.t12 << getattr(Meq, opt_binop)(t1,t2)rootnode = ns['t1,t12,t2,t1'℄ << Meq.Composer(t1,t12,t2,t1)# Finishing touhes:BM.bookpage_nodes ([t1,t2,t12,rootnode℄, name='tensor nodes',help=tensor_onstant.__do__)return rootnode
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Figure 5.2: ROOT_myThirdTree.py deals with tensor nodes. Note the multiplevellsets in the Results on the right (we use onstants here, beause then the ResultPlotter shows all the vellsets of a tensor node in a single panel). Relate the nodeResults, and the expanded tree on the left, with the Python ode reprodued insetion 5.3.The ompile-time popup gives the hoie between three di�erent trees, whihare de�ned in di�erent modules (TC, TM and TM22), eah of whih has itsown TDLOptions. The Python ode in the middle shows how the TDLOptionmenus from the imported modules an be inluded in the menu that is shown inthe popup. Cliking on a tik-box reveals the options of that module, whih areotherwise hidden.
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Chapter 6Solving for MeqParmoe�ients6.1 Some mathematial bakgroundA Measurement Equation (M.E.) may have many parameters pk. We de�nealibration as the proess of �nding those values of pk for whih the weighteddi�erenes wi(Di − Mi) between the available data Di and predited (model)values Mi are minimized in a least-squares sense: ∑
i w2

i (Di − Mi)
2
⇒ 0. Thismay be done by aumulating linear ondition equations of the form:

wi(Di − Mi) = wi

∑

k

∂Mi

∂pk

∆pk (6.1)into a matrix. If the matrix is retangular, with more equations then unknowns,inversion is equivalent to a least-squares �t. The model values Mi(pk) are alu-lated with the M.E., using the best available values of the parameters pk. TheM.E. is also used to alulate the partial derivatives ∂Mi

∂pk

. After inversion, thesolution is a set of inremental improvements ∆pk of the parameter values pk.If the M.E. is non-linear, whih it usually is, an iterative solution is required.At present, MeqTrees just has a non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt solver, whihis suitable for a large lass of problems. Other types of solvers will beomeavailable later.The inversion of the solution matrix is done by SVD, whih always returns asolution, even if the problem is ill-onditioned, i.e. there is not enough infor-mation to solve for all unknowns. In that ase, SVD automatially providesa minimum of extra information, perpendiular to the solvable spae. This isoften a reasonable hoie, but it is obviously important for the user to knowthat this has happened. MeqTrees provides an inreasing range of tools for as-sessing the quality of solutions in a generi way, i.e. independent of the spei�problem. 33
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Figure 6.1: The general struture of a solver subtree. A MeqSolver node has oneor more MeqCondeq hildren, whih supply it with ondition equations for itssolution matrix, a separate one for eah domain ell. The goal is to minimize thedi�erene (lhs-rhs) between the results of the MeqCondeq hildren, by �ddlingthe values of (an arbitrary subset of) MeqParm nodes. The latter are part ofa parametrized Measurement Equation, implemented by MeqTrees. MeqParmvalues are in the form of pols, i.e. arrays of polynomial oe�ients in frequenyand time. Other funtions and other dimensions are possible too. In general,a separate solution is made for eah Request (domain), generating its own setof MeqParm values. Thus, eah MeqParm will be assoiated with a sequene ofvalues (pols), whih it may interpolate to alulate Result values for an arbitraryRequest domain.
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An M.E. parameter is represented by a MeqParm node, whih is spei�ed witha default value. One of the most powerful features of MeqTrees is that eah pa-rameter is a funtion of frequeny and time, and optionally of other dimensions.The default funtion is a 2D (time,freq) polynomial. In that ase, a parametervalue takes the form of a pol, i.e. an array of polynomial oe�ients. Otherfuntions are possible in priniple, eah with its own olletion of oe�ients.Note that these oe�ients are the atual pk for whih the solver solves. Thenumber of oe�ients may be spei�ed separately for eah MeqParm, and foreah solution. Eah pol (or other set of oe�ients) is assoiated with a domainover whih it is valid.A MeqSolver node solves for a user-de�ned subset of the available MeqParms,whih are set to solvable by the MeqSolver via the Request. Identifying suitablesubsets of MeqParms is greatly helped by the possibility of tagging them, andsearhing the tree for nodes with spei� tags. Multiple solvers may be ativeat the same time, but at this moment they annot share the same MeqParms,whether they are set to solvable or not.A MeqSolver node has one or more MeqCondeq hildren, eah of whih has twohildren, whose Results provide the values for Di and Mi in equ 6.1. (NB: inthe future a third hild may be added to provide the weight wi. Until then,
wi = 1). A MeqCondeq node makes ondition equations of the form 6.1 forthe MeqSolver, who aumulates them into its solution matrix. A separateequation is generated for eah ell in the domain. The partial derivatives ∂Mi

∂pkare alulated by the subtree below Mi, starting at the relevant (i.e. solvable)MeqParm nodes. At this moment, only numerial derivatives are alulated,rather than analytial ones. Whatever method is used, the derivatives requirean extra vellset for eah solvable oe�ient, to be proessed by every node, andto be arried in the Result. This an be a onsiderable burden.6.2 Solving_11: One MeqCondeq and one Meq-ParmHere is the Python ode of the funtion .solving_11(ns), in the TDL sriptsolving_11.py, whih is imported in the TDL sript ROOT_solving.py:"""file ../beginners_guide/solving_11.py"""from Timba.TDL import *import make_bookmark as BM#-------------------------------------------------------------------unops = [None,'Cos','Sin','Tan','Aos','Asin','Atan','Cosh','Sinh','Tanh','Exp','Log','Abs','Negate','Invert','Sqrt','Pow2','Pow3','Pow8','Ceil','Floor','Identity'℄binops = ['Multiply','Add','Subtrat','Divide','Pow','ToComplex','Polar','Composer'℄TDLCompileMenu(".solving_11():",TDLOption('opt_binop', 'binop', binops, more=str,35



do='ft = MeqFreq binop MeqTime'),TDLOption('opt_unop', 'unop', unops, more=str,do='lhs = unop(ft)'),TDLOption('opt_stddev', 'noise', [0.0,0.01,0.1,0.1,1.0,10.0℄, more=float,do='stddev of added Gaussian noise'),TDLOption('opt_fdeg', 'fdeg', range(6), more=int,do='degree of MeqParm freq poly'),TDLOption('opt_tdeg', 'tdeg', range(6), more=int,do='degree of MeqParm time poly'),TDLOption('opt_num_iter', 'num_iter', [3,1,2,5,10,20,100℄, more=int,do='number of iterations'),toggle='opt_solving')#-------------------------------------------------------------------def solving_11 (ns):"""This funtion defines a solving tree in whih the MeqSolver has asingle MeqCondeq hild, with hildren lhs and rhs.The left-hand-side (lhs) hild is a user-defined subtree that produesa result that varies (optionally non-linearly) in freq and time:- lhs = ft = binop(freq, time) (e.g. binop = Multiply)- [lhs = unop(ft)℄ (e.g. unop = Cos)- [lhs = noisy = lhs+noise℄ (if stddev>0)The right-hand-side (rhs) hild is a single MeqParm node thatrepresents a pol, i.e. a 2D polynomial in freq and time:- rhs = MeqParm(0.0, shape=[tdeg+1,fdeg+1℄)The shape of the pol (i.e. the polynomial degree in freq and time)is speified by the user by means of TDLOptions.The solver solves for the pol oeffiients, in several iterations.The result of the ondeq node ontains the residuals, i.e. rhs-lhs.With inreasing pol polynomial degree, the residuals approah zero."""# Make the left-hand side (the opt_... are TDLCompileOptions):# First ombine (Multiply or Add or ...) MeqFreq and MeqTime:lhs_name = 'f_'+opt_binop+'_t'lhs = ft = ns[lhs_name℄ << getattr(Meq,opt_binop)(ns<<Meq.Freq(), ns<<Meq.Time())if isinstane(opt_unop,str):# Optionally, apply a unary operation (e.g. Cos) on ft:lhs_name = opt_unop+'('+lhs_name+')'lhs = ns[lhs_name℄ << getattr(Meq,opt_unop)(lhs)if opt_stddev>0:# Optionally, add Gaussian noise:noise = ns.noise << Meq.GaussNoise(stddev=opt_stddev)lhs_name += '+noise'lhs = ns[lhs_name℄ << Meq.Add(lhs,noise)# Make the right-hand side:rhs = ns.rhs << Meq.Parm(0.0, shape=[opt_tdeg+1,opt_fdeg+1℄)# Make the MeqConde and the MeqSolver:ondeq = ns.ondeq << Meq.Condeq(rhs,lhs)rootnode = ns.solver << Meq.Solver(ondeq, solvable=rhs, num_iter=opt_num_iter)# Finishing touhes:help = 'lhs = '+str(opt_unop)+'(ft)'help += '\n in whih: ft = (freq '+str(opt_binop)+' time)'BM.bookpage_nodes ([ft,lhs,rhs,ondeq,rootnode℄, name='solving_11 nodes', help=help)return rootnodeCompare this Python ode with the MeqBrowser sreen-shot in �g 6.2. Note thevarious MeqParm options in the ompile-time popup on the left. The (somewhat36



enigmati) solver plot in the bottom-right panel shows that the MeqSolver hassolved for 6 polynomial oe�ients, i.e. the top-left triangle of a 3x3 oe� array.The red line shows the onvergene after 3 iterations. The ondeq plot in themiddle-right panel shows that the �nal di�erene between right-hand-side (rhs)and left-hand-side (lhs) is very small.6.3 More advaned solvingThe simple ase of one MeqCondeq and one MeqParm desribed above alreadyovers a large lass of problems, in whih an n-dimensional funtion (e.g. poly-nomial) is �tted to a given set of data. A more general ase is where there isstill one MeqCondeq, but there are multiple MeqParms, whih may be on eitherside of the MeqCondeq. The number of possibilities now rapidly inreases:
• The MeqSolver will solve for its internal list of MeqParms, whih maybe a subset of the available ones. The others behave as onstants, i.e.they return domain ell values by using all the information that they haveavailable.
• The degree (i.e. the nr of oe�) of the funtion to be solved for may bespei�ed for eah MeqParm separately.
• The solver may be instruted to make a separate solution for multiple tilesof a large Request domain. Again, this may be spei�ed for eah MeqParmseparately. The default is a single solution over the entire domain. Theadvantage of sub-tiling is that it signi�antly redues the node-overhead,beause fewer (larger) domains are needed to proess a partiular obser-vation. The disadvantage is that all the sub-tile solutions are made si-multaneously, so that the solution of a sub-tile annot be used as startingvalue for the next.
• The ells of a Request domain do not have to be ontiguous. Thus, asolution may be made over a large domain, using only one in 100 (say)data-samples in time or freq. This makes it possibleThe most general ase is of ourse where the MeqSolver has multiple MeqCondeqhildren, eah with rhs and lhs hildren that represent subtrees with multipleMeqParms somewhere upstream. The various subtrees will often be onnetedupstream, i.e. they share nodes, partiularly MeqParms. This is the typialase for radio astronomy, where N(N −1)/2 interferomeres eah have their ownMeqCondeq, whih share only N antenna subtrees (in the form of soalled Jonesmatries) with instrumental parameters.
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Figure 6.2: The MeqBrowser with the TDL sript ROOT_solving.py. Comparethe expanded tree on the left with the Python ode reprodued in setion 6.2.38



Chapter 7More on the Runtime menuIn order to enourage modularity and sript readability, the atual tree exe-ution ode of the _tdl_jobs in the various TDL sripts resides in separatePython modules (whih are also TDL sripts, of ourse). They have been writ-ten spei�ally for the Beginners Guide, and are in the same diretory, for youto inspet, or to opy and annibalize for your own projets if you like (perhapsMeqTrees should o�er an o�ial version of this kind of funtion at some point).We feel that the best way to explain what they do is to reprodue their odehere.7.1 .exeute_request()The funtion .exeute_request(mqs) resides in the Python module exeute_request.py.Note that this module also de�nes a menu of Runtime TDL options for ustomiz-ing the Request domain(f,t). This menu automatially appears in the runtimepopup window when this module is imported.Note the use of a request_ounter, whih is inremented eah time. This is tomake sure that the nodes are atually exeuted again, rather than just returningthe ontents of their ahe (whih they do if they get the same Request again).The forest state parameter ahe_result is set to 100, to make sure that allnodes ahe their results, for you to inspet."""file: ../beginners_guide/exeute_request.py"""from Timba.TDL import * from Timba.Meq import meqrequest_ounter = 0TDLRuntimeMenu("Parameters of the Request domain:",TDLOption('ropt_num_freq', 'nr of freq hannels',[10,11,1,20,50,100℄, more=int,do='nr of domain ells in the freq diretion'),TDLOption('ropt_num_time', 'nr of time hannels',[11,10,1,20,50,100℄, more=int,39



do='nr of domain ells in the time diretion'),TDLMenu("time size:",TDLOption('ropt_t1', 'start time (s)',[1.0,0.0,-1.0℄, more=float,do='min time (s) of the domain (edge)'),TDLOption('ropt_t2', 'stop time (s)',[10.0,1.0℄, more=float,do='max time (s) of the domain (edge)'),),TDLMenu("freq size:",TDLOption('ropt_f1', 'start freq (Hz)',[1.0℄, more=float,do='min freq (Hz) of the domain (edge)'),TDLOption('ropt_f2', 'stop freq (Hz)',[11.0℄, more=float,do='max freq (Hz) of the domain (edge)'),))def exeute_request (mqs, node,freq_offset=0.0, time_offset=0.0,trae=False):"""Exeute the given node with the speified time-freq domain (size and ells)The (optional) freq and time offsets are frations of the domain size."""foffset = (ropt_f1-ropt_f2)*freq_offsettoffset = (ropt_t1-ropt_t2)*time_offsetdomain = meq.domain(ropt_f1+foffset, ropt_f2+foffset,ropt_t1+toffset, ropt_t2+toffset)ells = meq.ells(domain, num_freq=ropt_num_freq,num_time=ropt_num_time)global request_ounterrequest_ounter += 1rqid = meq.requestid(request_ounter)request = meq.request(ells, rqid=rqid)result = mqs.exeute(node, request)return None7.2 .exeute_sequene()The funtion .exeute_sequene(mqs) resides in the Python module exeute_sequene.py.It exeutes a sequene of Requests, with di�erent domains(f,t). It uses the fun-tion .exeute_request() desribed above, and also imports its Runtime menu.The present module de�nes an extra Runtime menu with TDL options for us-tomizing the sequene parameters, i.e. the number of steps, and the size of thestrides (as a fration of domain size) in the freq and time diretions."""file: ../beginners_guide/exeute_sequene.py"""from Timba.TDL import *TDLRuntimeMenu("Parameters of the Request sequene:",TDLRuntimeOption('ropt_num_steps', 'nr of steps',[3,10,30℄, more=int,do='nr of steps in the sequene'),TDLRuntimeOption('ropt_tstep', 'time-step (fration)',[1.0,0.0,0.1,0.5,-0.1℄, more=float,do='fration of the domain time-size'),40



TDLRuntimeOption('ropt_fstep', 'freq-step (fration)',[0.0,1.0,0.1,0.5,-0.1℄, more=float,do='fration of the domain freq-size'),)def exeute_sequene (mqs, node, trae=False):"""Exeute a sequene of 'ropt_num_steps' requests, eah shifted bythe speified fration of the domain (as speified in exeute_request()."""import exeute_request as ERfor i in range(ropt_num_steps):ER.exeute_request (mqs=mqs, node=node,freq_offset=i*ropt_fstep,time_offset=i*ropt_tstep,parent=parent, trae=trae)return None
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Chapter 8Some more advaned topisWhere will this ever end? Haven't I su�ered enough? (Calvin)Just to whet (wet?) your appetite, we will touh on some advaned topis thatillustrate the power of MeqTrees. There are more, and more to ome.8.1 Extra domain dimensionsThe default domain is 2-dimensional (freq and time), whih overs the vastmajority of ases. However, MeqTrees would not be MeqTrees if it did noto�er the possibility of speifying an arbitrary number (up tp 10) of arbitrarydimensions. Two things are needed here. First of all, the Request needs adomain with the desired domensions. In this example, we retain the standarddimensions freq and time, and add two extra ones, L and M."""file: ../beginners_guide/exeute_general_request.py"""from Timba.TDL import *from Timba.Meq import meqrequest_ounter = 0def exeute_general_request (mqs, node,dsize=reord(freq=(1,10), time=(1,10), L=(-1,1), M=(-1,1)),nells=reord(num_freq=20, num_time=21, num_L=9, num_M=9),trae=False):"""Exeute the given node with a domain with an arbitrary number of dimensions,i.e. different from the default freq-time (see exeute_request() above).The size of the domain in the various dimensions is speified by the reord dsize.The number of ells for the various dimensions is speified by the reord nells."""domain = meq.gen_domain(**dsize)ells = meq.gen_ells(domain, **nells)global request_ounterrequest_ounter += 1 43



rqid = meq.requestid(request_ounter)request = meq.request(ells, rqid=rqid)result = mqs.exeute(node, request)return NoneWe an issue suh a Request to any tree, without any notieable di�erene.The extra dimensions are interpreted as onstants. However, if the tree hassome nodes whose Results vary over the extra dimensions, things get moreinteresting. We an ahieve this by means of the MeqGrid nodes, whih do thesame as MeqFreq or MeqTime, but for an arbitrary axis. The tree de�nitionfuntion 4D() now looks like:"""file ../beginners_guide/domain_4D.py"""from Timba.TDL import * import make_bookmark as BMTDLCompileMenu(".domain_4D():",TDLOption('opt_MeqFreq', 'add MeqFreq', True,do='if True, add a Meq.Freq node'),TDLOption('opt_MeqTime', 'add MeqTime', True,do='if True, add a MeqTime node'),TDLOption('opt_MeqGridL', 'add MeqGrid(axis=L)', True,do='if True, add a MeqGrid node for dimension L'),TDLOption('opt_MeqGridM', 'add MeqGrid(axis=M)', True,do='if True, add a MeqGrid node for dimension M'),toggle='opt_4D')def domain_4D (ns):"""This funtion makes a sum of leaf nodes with variation overdifferent dimensions like the standard MeqTime and MeqFreq, but alsosome extra dimensions L and M. The latter are speified with theMeqGrid(axis='L'), whih is a generalized version of MeqFreq/Time.When a request is issued with a 4D domain (freq,time,L,M), theresult will be 4D also."""# Make a list of the hild nodes speified by TDLOptions: = [℄if opt_MeqFreq:.append(ns.MeqFreq << Meq.Freq())if opt_MeqTime:.append(ns.MeqTime << Meq.Time())if opt_MeqGridL:.append(ns.MeqGridL << Meq.Grid(axis='L'))if opt_MeqGridM:.append(ns.MeqGridM << Meq.Grid(axis='M'))# Make sure that there is at least one hild, and add them all:if len()==0:.append(ns.zero << 0.0)rootnode = ns.sum << Meq.Add(*)# Finishing touhes:BM.bookpage_nodes (+[rootnode℄, name='onstituent nodes', help=None)return rootnode 44



Figure 8.1: The MeqBrowser showing a Result of exeuting a tree with a 4Ddomain. Note the extra ontrols for the extra dimensions in the display window.8.2 Avoiding node-name lashesSine nodes are identi�ed by their names, these must be unique. This is not aseasy as it sounds, espeially sine serious trees will usually be built up with thehelp of tree-de�nition modules that are written by someone else. Suh moduleswill de�ne nodes with names that made sense to the developer, and whih mayeasily lash with the node names in your own or other modules.One way to avoid nodename lashes is to use subsopes, whih de�ne a (hope-fully) unique namespae by prepending all nodenames with the name of thesubsope. A subsope may be derived from a nodesope (ns) or another sub-sope (ss). It is then used just like a regular nodesope in the de�nition ofMeqNodes. Obviously, it an also be passed to other tree-de�nition funtionsinstead of the regular nodesope.ss1 = ns.Subsope('sub1') # derive a subsope objet from the nodesopeprint 'type(ss) =',type(ss1) # --> <lass 'Timba.TDL.TDLimpl.NodeSope'>e1 = ss1.e1 << 1.0 # --> sub1::e1(MeqConstant)ss2 = ss1.Subsope('sub2') # subsopes may be derived from another subsopee2 = ss2.e2 << 2.0 # --> sub1::sub2::e2(MeqConstant)ss3 = ns.Subsope('sub3')('aa')(6) # subsopes may also be qualifiede3 = ss3.e3 << 3.0 # --> sub3::e3:aa:6(MeqConstant)Another strategy for reduing the hane of nodename lashes is to use tree-de�nition funtions that aept a nodestub (initialized or not) rather than anodesope, and then generate new nodes by qualifying the given nodestub. Thehane of nodename lashes is greatly redued if the given nodestub has an45



unique name. This is the purpose of the helper funtion .unique_nodestub(ns,name) in module unique_nodestub.py :stub = UN.unique_nodestub(ns,'g') # --> g(MeqConstant) # initialized stubg1 = stub(1) << 1.0 # --> g:1(MeqConstant)g2 = stub(-2.0) << -2.0 # --> g:-2.0(MeqConstant)stub = UN.unique_nodestub(ns,'g') # --> g|(MeqConstant) # initialized stubstub = UN.unique_nodestub(ns,'g') # --> g||(MeqConstant) # initialized stubg3 = stub(3) << 3.0 # --> g||:3(MeqConstant)Here is the ode of the funtion .unique_nodestub(ns, name), whih is used inthe example of ROOT_node_de�nition:"""file: ../beginners_guide/unique_nodestub.py... desription of this module... opyright statement"""from Timba.TDL import *stubtree = None # global variable, used below#-------------------------------------------------------------def unique_nodestub(ns, name, quals=[℄, kwquals={}, level=0):"""Helper funtion to generate a unique nodestub with the given(node)name, qualifiers (quals) and keyword qualifiers (kwquals).If it exists already, its name (or qualifiers) will be hangedreursively, until the resulting stub is not yet initialized.A stub beomes a node when it is initialized: stub << Meq.Node(..).But sine our unique stub will already be initialized (see below),it must be qualified to generate nodes with unique names:- import unique_nodestub as UN- stub = UN.unique_nodestub(ns, name [, quals=[..℄℄ [,kwquals={..}℄)- node = stub(qual1)(..) << Meq.Node(...)Sine the stub is unique, hanes are good that there will not beany nodename lashes if we generate nodes by qualifying it. This isnot guaranteed, of ourse. But the hanes are maximized byonsistently generating ALL nodes by qualifying unique nodestubs.The new nodestub will be initialized to an atual node so that itan be reognized later. To avoid a lutter of orphaned rootnodesin the MeqBrowser the initialized stubs are attahed to a tree witha single (orphaned) rootnode named 'StubTree'."""# Make the nodestub:stub = ns[name℄(*quals)(**kwquals)# Make sure that the nodestub is unique (reursively):if stub.initialized(): # the stub represents an existing nodenn = name+'|' # hange the namestub = unique_nodestub(ns, nn, quals, kwquals, level=level+1)# Initialize the stub, and de-orphan it:if level==0:global stubtreeif not is_node(stubtree):stubtree = ns['StubTree'℄ << Meq.Constant(-0.123456789)stubtree = stub << Meq.Identity(stubtree)# Return the unique nodestub:return stub 46



Figure 8.2: Matrix operations, using ROOT_myThirdTree.py, and seleting thematrix22 tree de�nition module.8.3 User-de�ned nodespyNodes, private funtions8.4 Matrix operationsAs we have seen, a node Result may have more than one primary vellset. TheMeqComposer node ombines the Results of its hildren into a list of primaryvellsets. Suh a list may have a shape by speifying e.g. dims = [2,2℄. Thisopens the possibility of matrix operations, for whih MeqTrees has a number ofspeialized nodes. They are demonstrated in ROOT_myThirdTree.py in setion5.3. As promised there, we here reprodue the two tree de�nition funtionsdealing with matrix operations.
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Chapter 9Now that you are no longer aBeginner....Do not ask what MeqTrees an do for you, ask what you an dofor MeqTrees. President Kennedy, the Obama of his dayAll these little Mikey Mouse exerises are of ourse very nie and instrutive,but you should by now be homping at the bit to use MeqTrees for some realappliations. The good news is that MeqTrees is now mature enough for aertain lass of people to do great things with it. But those who just hopeto rank a more sophistiated handle than the existing pakages an o�er areadvised, regretfully, to ontinue ranking the old handles until the MeqTreesvanguard has reated some more polished appliations for them.We envisage a onverging proess. On the one hand we are working very hardto lower the threshold for general users. For instane by providing frameworks,i.e. groups of modules that de�ne standard subtrees that an be easily obbledtogether, perhaps even by means of a tree-building GUI. Suh modules wouldstill be smaller, and thus more �exible, than the programs in a traditionalpakage like AIPS. But they would hide muh of the omplexity of building uplarge trees from the basi MeqNodes. On the other hand, we are enouragingthe above-mentioned ertain lass of people to join our little group in generatingsuh frameworks, and the many other tools that are made possible by MeqTrees(see some suggestions below). Of ourse they should do this in the ontext oftheir own projets.Sine MeqTrees was originally developed for radio astronomy, we expet thatthat will be the area of greatest ativity in the foreseeable future. Its primaryrole will be in simulation, and in developing the urgently needed algorithmsfor 3rd generation alibration. For the moment, MeqTrees is the only way toimplement the Measurement Equations of the new telesopes, and to solve fortheir parameters. The very short TDL turn-around time (hours rather than49



months), and the easy exhange of TDL sripts (and PURR logs) between user-developers, should greatly inrease the rate of evolution of radio astronomialdata redution software. This is by no means a luxury, after two deades ofstagnation, and with up to ten new telesopes being built.Fortunately, beause of the generi nature of the Measurement Equation, thereis a lot of ommunality between the many radio-astronomial projets, so thereshould be lot of sope for working togther also. For instane, the data-proessingtrees for many telesopes only di�er substantially in their Jones matries, whihontain their spei� instrumental model. These are 2x2 tensor nodes, in whiheah matrix element is a subtree rowned with spei� MeqParm leaf nodes.MeqTrees already o�ers one framework of modules for radio-astronomial dataproessing, and it would be quite straightforward to make some kind of JonesRepository, where developers from all over the world ould exhange TDL sriptswith their favourite Jones matries. They ould also exhange their PURR logs,whih are the results of a strangely onvenient tool for keeping trak of the many�les (inages, plots, et) generated in a data redution projet, and to assemblea log, with pitures and omments, of the various proessing steps. What aboutthat for a bekoning vista?So, if you belong to a ertain lass of people, you will not ask what MeqTrees ando for you, but what you an do for MeqTrees. Some suggestions: New kindsof visualization, �agging, Jones matries for spei� telesopes, spei� proess-ing sripts, help with the (presumably web-based) Sript Exhange Mehanismand the Parameter Management System, et, et. Your rewards will be many,ranging from enhaned employability, by any of the new radio telesopes, to theadmiration, a�etion and envy of your peers. In the end, it all omes down toomportment, as de�ned in the other indispensable book [5℄ that has sustainedand inspired us all these years.
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Figure 9.1: MeqTrees is expeted to play an important role in the developmentof simulation and alibration algorithms for the next generation of giant ra-dio telesopes (LOFAR, ASKAP, MEERKAT, ATA, PAST, PAPER, eVLA,eMERLIN, APERTIF, EMBRACE, SKA). First of all, it an implement anarbitrary Measurement Equation, whih is needed for the rather unorthodox newtelesopes. Seondly, beause of TDL, it o�ers a very short turn-around timefor experimentation (hours rather than months). And thirdly beause the easeof exhanging TDL sripts and PURR logs signi�antly lowers the threshold forinter-telesope ollaboration (and reative ritiism). All this might just ael-erate the rate of evolution enough to sort of meet the largely politial deadlinesof the new telesopes.
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Appendix ABookmarksWe have seen that all nodes in the tree may be visualized in various waysby liking on them the left (Trees) setion of the MeqBrowser. This is verynie, but a little umbersome. Therefore, MeqTrees o�ers a Bookmarks menu,whih o�ers shortuts to displaying (groups of) nodes. When you lik on abookmark item, one or more panels will appear in the right (Gridded Viewers)setion. Eah panel is assoiated with a spei� node, and a spei� viewer. Thedefault viewer is the Result Plotter, and those panels will of ourse be blank ifthe tree has not been exeuted yet. The Reord Browser viewer displays thenode state reord. Explanatory text may be displayed by the QuikRef Displayviewer, whih uses the ontents of the quikref_help �eld of a node state reord.Di�erent viewers may be invoked interatively by right-liking on a panel.View panels that have been spei�ed via a bookmark are automatially set inpublishing mode. This means that they will hange every time their nodes geta new Result, whih is very onvenient, and fun to wath. For view panels thatare invoked by liking on a node in the tree, the publishing mode has to betoggled expliitly.Sine bookmarks are suh a useful feature, all the examples in this BeginnersGuide have them. To inrease readability, and beause the syntax is a littlearane, we have supplied some simple funtions in the �le make_bookmark.py,to make it easy to speify (pages of) bookmarks. We are reproduing (some of)them here, to give you the basi idea. However, if you have a omputer handy,we reommend that you study the module itself.The next simplest way to make a bookmark for a spei� node or page is touse the Add bookmark for ... or Add pagemark for ... items in the Bookmarksmenu. The next simplest way to make a bookmark for a spei� node is to usethe following funtion:def make_bookmark (node, name=None, viewer='Result Plotter'):"""The simplest possible bookmark funtion. Make a bookmark for the given node,using the speified viewer. If no name is speified, use the node name for55



the bookmark menu. NB: A single bookmark like this (i.e. not a bookpage) willbe displayed in an empty panel of the urrent pookpage."""bm = bm_node_result (node, name=name, viewer=viewer)append_bookmark(bm)return NoneThis uses the following helper funtions (also in make_bookmark.py):def bm_node_result (node, name=None, viewer='Result Plotter'):"""Return the bookmark reord for the result of the given node,using the speified viewer. If a name is speified, use thatfor the bookmark name, otherwise use the node-name."""bm = reord(name=str(name or node.name), viewer=viewer, udi='/node/'+node.name)return bmdef append_bookmark(bm):"""Make sure that the forest_state reord hase a 'bookmarks' fieldof type list, and that the ahe_poliy is set to 100 (='always').Then append the given bookmark reord (bm, may be single or page)."""rr = Settings.forest_state # the forest state reordkey = 'bookmarks' # its relevant field nameif not rr.has_key(key):rr.bookmarks = [℄rr.ahe_poliy = 100elif not isinstane(rr[key℄,list):rr.bookmarks = [℄rr.ahe_poliy = 100rr.bookmarks.append(bm)return NoneIt is often desirable to show the results of a group of related nodes on a singlepage. One way of doing this is the funtion .make_nodepage(), whih showsthe result of the spei�ed node and its state reord. If a help string has beenprovided, it is attahed to the quikref_help �eld of the node, and displayedalso. Finally, if one or more other nodes are given, their results are displayedalso.def bookpage\_nodes (nodes, name=None, help=None):"""Make a (bookmark for a) bookpage for the results of the givenlist of node(s). If no name is provided, a default name is used.If help is provided, display it in an extra panel of the bookpage."""pp = [℄if isinstane(help,str):pp.append(bm_node_help(nodes[-1℄,help=help))for node in nodes:pp.append(bm_node_result(node))if not isinstane(name,str):name = nodes[0℄.name+' ...'make_bookpage(pp, name=name, nodes=nodes)return NoneThe various helper funtions that are used are not shown here, but they may beinspeted in make_bookmark.py. There are some more funtions there, whihprovide enough detail for you to ontemplate designing some bookpages of yourown. 56



Appendix BExamples of node (and forest)state reordsEven though the detailed disussion of the various �elds of the node and foreststate reords are outside the sope of this Beginners Manual, we know that atleast some of you will �nd them very illuminating. The possibility of inspetingthe forest state reord, and any node state reord, by simply liking on it in theMeqBrowser is part of the unique MeqTree emphasis on visualization. MeqTrees.But sine this manual is meant to be read by itself, without a omputer handy,we hereby reprodue the sreenshots of a few examples of state reords, for yourinsightful perusal.
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Figure B.1: Example of a omplete node state reord. It may be inspeted forany node by liking on it in the left (tree) setion of the MeqBrowser. Theahe (result) and request �elds for di�erent types of nodes are shown in moredetail in �gs B.2 and B.3. A full desription of all its �elds is outside the sopeof this Beginners Manual, but you are enouraged to guess.
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Figure B.2: The expanded ahe (result) �elds of the state reord of four di�erenttypes of nodes. Top left is a simple salar node, with only a single vellset, and noperturbed values. Top-right is a tensor nodes, with multiple vellsets. Bottom-leftis a MeqCondeq node, with extra vellsets for the perturbed values that are used inalulating the (numerial) partial derivatives used in ondition equations (seesetion ). Bottom right is a MeqSolver result, whih also ontains vetors ofsolution metris, for all iterations.

Figure B.3: The expanded request �elds in the state reords of two di�erentnodes. On the left is a 'normal' request with a 2-dimensional (freq,time) domainand a regular ell struture. On the right is the 4-dimensional domain used inthe example that is disussed in setion 8.1.59



Figure B.4: The forest state reord. It may be inspeted by liking on it at thetop of the left (tree) setion in the MeqBrowser. A full desription of its �eldsis outside the sope of this Beginners Manual, but you are enouraged to guess.
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Appendix CAvailable MeqNode lassesPerhaps the most onise desription of the apabilities and possibilities ofMeqTrees for the diserning user is an overview of the node lasses that areavailable already, and the ones that are desirable in the near future:
• Leaf nodes (nodes without hildren): Constant, Parm, Freq, Time, Grid,GaussNoise, RandomNoise, Spigot, FITSImage (and several other FITSinterfae nodes)
• Unary ops: (one hild): Exp, Log, Abs, Invert, Negate, Sqrt, Pow2(8),Sin, Cos, Tan, Aos, Asin, Atan, Cosh, Sinh, Tanh, Norm, Arg, Real,Imag, Conj, Ceil, Floor, Identity. See also setion 3.3.
• Binary ops (two hildren): Subtrat, Divide, Pow, Mod, ToComplex(real,imag),Polar(ampl,phase).
• Aumulation ops (one or more hildren): Add, Multiply, WSum,WMean. The last two need a vetor of weights.
• Cell Statistis (one hild): Sum, Mean, Produt, StdDev, Rms, Min,Max, NElements. They perform ell statistis, along seleted axes. Thedefault is all axes, in whih ase the Result is a salar.
• Tensor ops: Composer, Seletor, Paster. Tensor nodes are nodes withmultiple vellsets in their Result.
• Matrix ops (2D tensors): Transpose, ConjTranspose, MatrixMultiply,MatrixInvert22. The latter operates on 2x2 matries only, whih is su�-ient for the RME.
• Flow ontrol: ReqSeq, ReqMux, Sink, VisDataMux. They regulatethe order in whih their hildren get Requests, and whih Result to passon. They also synhronize the �ow of Requests and Results in paralleltrees. 61



• Domain Control: ModRes, Resampler, CoordTransform. ModRes mod-i�es the Request before it is passed on, Resampler modi�es the Resultitself. CoordTransform modi�es the Request passed to its seond hild.
• Flagging: ZeroFlagger, MergeFlags.
• Solving: Condeq, Solver, Parm. For the moment, MeqTrees o�ers onlya Levenberg-Marquard non-linear solver.
• Visualization: All nodes, DataCollet, Inspetor(=Composer).
• Coordinates (mostly radio astronomy): UVW, LMN(rade, radeq0),AzEl(rade, xyz), RaDe(azel, xyz), LMRaDe(lm), ObjetRaDe(name),LST(domain, xyz), ParAngle(rade,xyz), LongLat(xyz). The vetor xyzis an Earth position in IRTF oordinates.
• Transforms: FFTBrik, UVInterpol (olletively known as UVBrik).
• User-definable nodes: PyNode, Funtional, PrivateFuntion. Theseallow the user to insert his or her own funtion, written in Python orC++, to read the Results from one or more hild nodes, and to generatea ustomized Result.A full desription of these nodes is outside the sope of this paper. See, forexample, the Wiki [1℄. We strive towards a ore olletion of nodes that o�erbasi funtionality, surrounded by olletions of more speialised nodes for usein spei� areas. The latter should be mostly ontributed by users. Some of theontributed nodes will eventually �nd their way into the ore olletion, whilesome of the present nodes will be moved out. Obviously, we will have to solvethe tehnial problem of linking suh ontributed nodes into MeqTrees with aminimum of fuss.
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Figure C.1: MeqTrees an be used for any problem with a Measurement Equa-tion, but it has originally been developed for radio astronomy. In that partiular�eld, the development of data redution software for Radio Astronomy has beenheld bak by an unfortunate lass distintion between developers (left) and users(right). MeqTrees has been designed to enourage a new lass of user-developers(middle), propelled by the instant grati�ation aused by the short time it takesto do exiting new experiments, and the ease of �nding partners to share themwith. For the moment, however, we are still old-fashioned developers, workingaway at our dream.
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